MISSING LETTERS

Hubble makes the best space hot chocolate in the universe!

Can you find the special ingredient?

Put a letter in each box to form two new words and reveal Hubble’s secret treat…

drea __ onkey

cobr __ pple

acto __ oses

uranu __ aturn

wis __ ome

bea __ agic

scub __ rrow

bel __ amp

apri __ aser

hal __ rion

stra __ ater

glas __ creen
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WORDSEARCH 1

Can you find these words hidden in the wordsearch below?
Words can run forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonally

Sun
Mars
Earth
Spin
Planet
Gas
Giant
Alien
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WORDSEARCH 2
Can you find these words hidden in the wordsearch below?
Words can run forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonally

```
F I D N U A Z S E D
R T E K C O R Y H O
C H A O W A O L X M
Q L M Y T S K O O B
U E O S P A C E T W
T B O V H L H F I J
D F Z C U Q A N K N
W N X E R I S D C O
S H I P Y L E G U O
U J N F S P A C R M
```

SPACE  CHASE  ROCKET  SHIP  BOOKS
FIND  CLUE  MOON  STARS  COMET
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WORDSEARCH 3
Can you find these words hidden in the wordsearch below?
Words can run forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonally

HOLLY   DOT   ORION
JOE     DUSTY   TREVOR
CASS    TINA    HUBBLE
LEO     HAL     SUMMER
BEAR    ERI S   FUN
NANA    LAIKA  
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